Veil is not only accepted as a religious obligation but also a medium of modernization and lifestyle transformation. In certain cases, it will be imposed toward becoming 'ideology' through various regulatory and governmental institutions. Therefore, veil is perceived as goodness and person's identity. Social conditions have changed about the veil in Indonesia. It causes a natural understanding for policewomen to also wear jilbab as well as other Muslim women, without having to be restricted by certain state regulations, including police regulations. Unfortunately, the recognition process becomes increasingly complex discourse. This paper examines three online media: kompas.com, tempo.co, and republika.co.id in the issue of the political identity of wearing jilbab by a policewoman. Using critical discourse analysis, the article shows that each of the three media has character to present the information in the certain objectification theme, in which they have an important role in influencing the policy by constructing public awareness of identity for certain goals.
Introduction
Jilbab for Javanese women has a broad range of interpretations following modernity and social transformation as the historical consciousness of collective action of the member of Islamic community (Suzanne 1996, 673-780) . Moreover, jilbab also becomes the symbol of government's opponent when it has power to be demanding of democratic 328 Fardan Mahmudatul Imamah reform in college Muslim student transformation (Hefner 2011, 159) .
Even though some of the feminist activists belief that jilbab is imposed to
Indonesian woman as a symbol of 'pious' by the particular government, 1 the policy of decentralization also supported it as regional autonomy. It is not only creating new spaces of democratization but also giving rise to discriminatory local policies, especially for women.
As one of Islamic identities, jilbab cannot be directly interpreted as a product of culture, but also the process of becoming an ideology, although Muslim religious elites and Islamic feminist debate about the meaning of jilbab on how a woman should prefer using jilbab or not (Killian 2003; Bartkowski 2000, 411) . In a religious country, the use of jilbab is still contested in the context of being Muslim which is an essential component of national identity (Zahedi 2007; Nagata 2007; Berger 1998) .
Nowadays, jilbab has multiple identities for a woman (Budiastuti 2012; Pawito 2012) , not only refer to religious obligation, but also, social status, societal esteem (Barthel 1992) , and the style demands that to be more internationally accepted (Saluz 2007; Nancy 2011) .
In regard to the discourse of wearing jilbab by police women, most of people commented that it is part of religious right for every Muslim woman. It is an act in the discharge of their duty to follow Islamic teachings. However, some of those people argued that the police is a stated apparatus; therefore, they should be free from affiliation identity that is The Construction of Media in the Political Identity 329 inherent in them, mainly political orientation. Therefore, the police has obligation related to the regulations of using the uniform as prescribed by the state.
In this case, the mass media has very important role in the management discourse (Spitulnik 1993) . Until now, over the last six months, the discourse on the use of jilbab by policewoman still continues.
Particularly in online media, after an answer from the chief of police was changed, it then caused the discussion to increasingly gain attention.
Media is also the most powerful tool in shaping identity. The more person obtained information through variety of media, the more one is questioning his position in response to the information (Rothman 1997 ).
Online media is now moving very quickly to lead consumer opinion, especially the media that is affiliated with particular religion in order to uphold the goals of the establishment of community-based on religious doctrine.
Thus, if the readers pay attention to the discourse of the use of jilbab, they will find some facts and opinions that are overlapping in informing the process of fulfilling the rights of citizens and the state's demands. Unfortunately, this phase of the discourse to some extent would be politicized.
Based on the above explanations, there are some questions come up:
How does the three online media online (Republika, Tempo, and Kompas) expose the case of using jilbab by policewomen in the constructing of the discourse of identity? How does the discourse raise dilemma of political recognition of human right by framing multiculturalism in Indonesia as the context? Hereby, the thesis statement coming up then is the media has certain interest for delivering the issues of wearing jilbab of policewomen, main 'religious' media that uses various religious statement for numbers of sources to 'enforce' the understanding of wearing jilbab as human right and the needs to support that right by providing the state budget. The Fardan Mahmudatul Imamah media constructs the awareness of public. One of the media shares the idea of the state obligation in accommodating religious need as the human right. In other media, they perform the state identity as an obligation; they more elaborate the vague of policy on fulfilling the human right. The frame of media triggers the increase of the popularization of the issues and then draws the gap between media representation of identity.
In this study, the online media selected were three online media namely, republika.co.id/Republika Online (ROL), kompas.com, and tempo.co. There are hundred online media that is currently circulating in cyberspace, including detik.com as the most popular media. However, I
did not choose this site, since the characters of media has been fulfilled by all three sites mentioned; mainly the issue of wearing of jilbab is still debated within.
Compared to other online media, those three media has its excellence. In addition to the management of mass media that can be accounted for, they had an important qualified media writing by using 5WIH's information. The mass media did not use the sources based on published issued from other media, except for some international news.
The most important thing in mass media is journalism activities. In online news, the most of the information is spreaded without the activity of responsible journalism. Therefore, the selection is not taken from news sites that defects the activity of journalism.
The range studied is the topic of veiling policewoman. For tempo. co and kompas.com, I can search the news easily, because the reader can track the related news in the same issue in the one-page topic. It was different from ROL. It only provides much news related to news topic; approximately more than ten news every day in a recent report. However, ROL has the most number of news (67 news) than the others (kompas. news are published briefly but many sources are over and over mentioned.
In the process of analysis, I use critical discourse analysis (Fairclough 1992, 73-78, 234-237) in connecting information by comparing the words and the method of delivering the news. Then, the technical approaches will be complemented by the theoretical discourse of multiculturalism in reading the issue of a veiling policewoman.
The Discourse of Identity
Each person has identified himself continuously. In the same way, the identity also affects the way of thinking about something 'other' than them. Although it is not a single identity (moreover, identity is multiple, overlapping, and shifting), a person, consciously or not, specifies a particular identityas as more important than the other identities. How people reflects the identity in a variety of forms ranging, from gender, race, nationality, social status, religion and others are bringing the process of negotiation.
Taylor ( (2000) and 'construction' in Calhoun (1994) . The relationship between the individual and the collectivity that affect each other identity, according to Maalouf, cause the biased and distorted of worldview. Although in some instances, identity has unique properties and inherent right to human dignity. Unfortunately, that biased in some cases lead to violence in the global tribes.
In the global context, people try to assimilate before going to 'global' world (Friedman 1995, 57) . On the other side, global culture as the Fardan Mahmudatul Imamah new movement made the certain culture cannot be switched by, whether creating global citizen shares or weakens identity, even the power force them by the repressive way.
In the politic of multiculturalism, the group specifies the rights, In Indonesia, the veil has specific characteristics in accordance with the character of the user that is different from one another. For example, kerudung, the veil of long fabric that is covering the head and worn simply by putting it over the shoulder, this type of veil is usually used by traditional old women Muslim. Another is the traditional hijab.
It is called by jilbab, a scarf covering the head, neck, and chest, fitted by young traditional Muslim women. Modern hijab, is a veil worn with various styles completed by accessories, as used by modern women, such as office workers, artists, politician, students, and others. Big hijab, a veil that covers almost the whole of female body, usually is used by the certain Muslim 2 In this paper, it will use the word 'jilbab' or the Indonesian refers to cloth used as a head covering and woman's chest. Because in English, headscarf or veil, which is in my opinion, those words are more generally used to form a fabric cloth covering the head without having to close the chest. The word hijab usually refers to the big jilbab that is fitted by the certain religious Muslim community At that time, the policy of banning hijab was explained by the
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Sompie, that female officers should use the same uniform so that they cannot wear jilbab, except for those who served in the province of Aceh.
The policewoman must have worn the same uniform while they worked.
This regulation excluded those who worked as both detectives and intelligences that did not wear uniform. He also confirmed that when the woman registered to join the police institution, meaning that they should have known the provision in Corps Bhayangkara uniformed (kompas. All sources very much supported the veil usage for policewomen.
There was no information from any source that dissapproved the policy of veil permission for policewomen. Only the police determined to delay permitting the wear of jilbab for reasons of funding and new regulations that will replace the previous regulations related to Police's uniform.
The Complex Issues of Wearing Jilbab
The state still recognizes the fulfillment of rights even as state police officers who use certain attribute to keep religious identity in the public sphere. The policy must be coupled with the provision of " Party, PKS, Golkar, and PPP, in response to the positive reaction of the public. Unfortunately, the news is only deployed to lead the readers' sympathy and supports policy changes on the veil.
Kompas.com is quite significant in controversy purposes veiling policewoman problem, even sometimes also presents partial information by using the information that has been published previously (even by its own website). Most of the sources were from the police that wanted to confirm the protests. It was precisely in opposition to what was written by ROL which most of the sources were citizens. Thus, the construction of any discourse is the tension of government institutions in facing of society petitions. is limited but it is enough to cover the information that did not found in the kompas.com and ROL. However, the most importance in presenting information is preventing the overlapping of data and opinion. Therefore, the public will get a holistic view of discourse, mainly for people who have direct relation with the issues.
Conclusion
Moral Space is built up before giving a new identity of the veil that is not only accepted as a religious obligation but also media of modernization and lifestyle transformation. In certain cases, the veil will be imposed toward becoming 'ideology' through various regulatory and governmental institutions. Therefore, the veil is perceived as goodness and person's identity. Social conditions about the veil have changed in
Indonesia. It causes a natural understanding for policewomen who also wear jilbab as well as other Muslim women, without having to be restricted Fardan Mahmudatul Imamah by certain state regulations, including police regulations.
Unfortunately, the recognition process becomes increasingly complex discourse. The pressure from groups of certain religious majority against state institutions to follow their will, the use of religious terms to judge the morality of state institutions, formalizing rights into legislation that requires funds support without being accompanied by policies that make it easier for the recipient policy actors, and at worst is if it drags on, the petition would be the formal legitimacy in requiring the use of jilbab for women police. Thus, both the ban and the compulsory of veiling becomes a new problem, which leads to the imposition of one's identity attributes.
Media constructs the moral space that people try to negotiate on.
The way the media illustrates the information by using figure comments and some social actions show the interest of media in the directing of issues. Therefore, blowing the controversial issues is very important to provoke social mobilization, including the political recognition of identity.
However, the most important thing is the space where all of the members of society have the right to get state facilitation, thus that space should not enact the regulation for using or not using the identity symbol. Based on this way, the political identity by whoever party will be prevented, including by constructing mass media.
